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Towards Healthy Eating
–
Just Desserts by Rodiah Hashim

U

nder the supervision of their
lecturer & SIP coordinator, Ms
Siti Saifa, students of Temasek
Polytechnic’s Applied Food
Science & Nutrition Course kindly showed
us how people with diabetes can enjoy
simple yet nutritious desserts. At the
Bedok Diabetes Education & Care Centre
Activity room on 13 October 2012, the
innovative team of three worked hard
to prepare and present their recipes,
Dessert of Eight Fortune and Soy Bean Milk
Custard with Strawberry.

Participants were treated to samples of the
desserts that were prepared in advance. They
gave the thumbs up for the delicious taste and
flavours of the desserts. Kudos to our future
generation of nutritionists and dietitians!
DSS thanks Equal for sponsoring the event
and Temasek Polytechnic for offering their
expertise.

Visit to Gardenia
by Rodiah Hashim

W

ednesday, 12 September
2012 ,may have been a
weekday but we had two
busloads of people joining us for a
visit to the Gardenia Bakery.
By courtesy of Temasek
Polytechnic, Section Head of
Nutrition Research Applied Food
Science & Nutrition Miss Kalpana
Bhaskaran gave a talk on ‘Sticky
Truths about Sweeteners’ followed
by a presentation and a tour of
the bakery by Mr Soe Wynna,
assistant manager, marketing
communications department.
DSS wishes to thank Gardenia
Foods (S) Pte Ltd for being our
kind host and for their generous
doorgifts to our participants.

Millions of tiny nerve endings will be happy you chose BD.
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The skin may be the largest organ,
but it's also the most sensitive. So
SO uses three distinct techiques to
engineer every SO Ultra-FineTM
Insulin Syringe and SO Mirco-FineTM
Pen Needle to be thinner and
smoother for a more comfortable
injection.
Fine Point technology: a three-step
process that shapes the tip of every BD
needle as finely as possible for easier
penetration.
Electro-polishing: a process that polishes
away microscopic burrs to give every needle
a smooth finish.
Micro--bonded lubrication: a special
double - lubrication process that creates
more glide and less friction.
For more information, visit www.bddiabetes.com
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